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In [2], T. Turumaru introduced the idea of the direct product of operator
algebras in the following sense. Let Ml and M2 be C*-algebras and MtQM2

their algebraic direct product. Then we define a cross-norm a on
as follows:

for any element Σ'Li xί®yl^M1QM2, where ΣΓ=ι^®^ runs over tne a11

non-zero elments of MλQM2 and ^>, ^ the all non-zero positive linear func-
tionals on MI and M2 respectively. MίQM2 becomes an imcomplete C*-
algebra under this cross-norm a. We call the completion of MtQM2 the
<7*-direct product of -Mi and M2 and denote by Mλ®ΛM2.

The purpose of this note is to study the relation between the <*-norm
defined above and Λ-norm or Γ-norm in the sense of R. Schatten [1].

Let M be a C*-algebra with a unit and © the state space of M, then @
is the <τ(M*, Jf)-convex closure of the space of all pure states on M. So we
call the σ(M*, M )-closure of the space of all pure states on M the pure state
space of M.

PROPOSITION 1. Let Mi and M2 be C*-algebras with units, M their C*-
direct product and Ωlf Ω2, and Ω the pure state spaces of Ml9 M2 and M
respectively. Then we have

if and only if either MI or M2 is commutative, where Ω± X Ω2 means the
cartesian product of Ω± and Ω2.

Proof. Sufficiency. If M1 is commutative, then MI® I is contained in
the center Z of M. Let τ be a pure state on M, then we have <ax, τ>
— <α, r > < x, τ> for all a e Z and x e M. If we define a linear functional
a on MI such as
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<α, σ> = <»®1, τ> for

then CT is a pure state on M! by the multiplicativity of r on Z. Next we
define a linear functional p on M2 such as

<y, P> = <l®2/> i°> for 2/eM2,

then jθ is a state on M2 and τ = σ@p. Suppose there exist two states p',
p" on M2 such as p = (l/2)(p' + p"). Put τ' = σ®pf and τ = o®p", then
r = (l/2)(r' + r"). Since r is a pure state on Jf, we get τ = τf = r". We have

<y, P> = <1®2Λ r>

i.e. /o is a pure state on M2.
On the other hand, for any pure states σ on M± and p on M2, τ =

is clearly a pure state on M.
Combinning these arguments, the dense part of ΩI x Ω2 coincides with

the dense part of Ω. Moreover, the mapping (/, g)-+f®g from M? X M *
into M* is weakly continuous, where the space M* X Mξ has the cartesian
product topology of σ(M*, MI) and σ(M* , M2)-topologies. Hence we get
Ω = ΩιX Ω2

Necessity. If Mi and M2 are both non-commutative, then there exist
pure states o and p on MI and Mz respectively such that the Hubert spaces
He and H? canomcally constructed by σ and p respectively are at least two-
dimensional. Put τ = σ®p, then we have Hτ = Hσ®H?f where H^ is the
Hubert space canomcally constructed by r. For canonical representation ττσ,
TΓp and τrτ by σ, p and r, put πσ(Mι) = Mlσ, πp(M2) = M2? and τττ(M) = Mτ then

we get Mτ = Mlc®ΛM2?. Now for an arbitrary vector ζ£ΞHτ with ||£|| = 1,
we define a state ω^ on Mτ such as <z, ω^> = (zζ, ζ) for z e Mτ. Then (̂α )̂
is a pure state on M. If C is not representable by the form ξ®η for any
ξ^Hσ and η e £/p, then ω^ is not multiplicative with respect to Mlo and M2p.
Hence we get tπ2(ω^) φ ̂  X ^22. And surely there exists such vector C of H^
by the hypothesis on H0 and jEΓp. We get ΩφΩiX Ω2. This concludes the proof.

Applying this proposition we can prove the following proposition about
the cross norm of C*-direct product of C*-algebras.

PROPOSITION 2. Let Mi and M2 be two C*-algebras with units respec-

tively. Then the C*-norm a of their C*-direct product M=Mι ®αM2 coin-
cides with λ-norm if and only if either Mi or M2 is commutative.

Proof. Sufficiency. We assume the commutativity of MI. Let Ωi be the
pure state space of MI, then we have MI = C(Ωi) by the well-known repre-
sentation theorem of commutative C*-algebra. For an arbitrary element
^Σ^=ι^ί®yi^MiQM2 the M2-valued function Σ"=ι xt(t)yi is continuous on Ωlt

i.e. *ΣΓτ=iXi( )yi^CMZ(Ωι)9 where CMS(ΩI) means the space of all M2-valued
continuous functions with the uniform norm on Ωlt And we get
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U=ι

ci, ψ><yίfψ>

Moreover, if we define a multiplication and a ^-operation of CW2($i) as
follows:

for all α, 6 e

and t e ̂ x, then CMZ(ΩI) becomes a C*-algebra since we have

||α*α|| = sup{||(α*α)(ί)||; ίeώj

= sup{||α*(ί)α(ί)||; ίe^}

= sup{||α(ί)| |;

for all α e
Considering the natural correspondence of Σ"=ι Xt®yl<^ M^®^M2 and

ΣΠ=ι #t(0^e CW2C0i), Mι®λM2 becomes a C*-algebra and the totality of
linear functionals of the form φ®ψ, where φ and ψ are positive linear func-

tionals on MI and M2 respectively, is total on Mi®λM2. Hence we get

for all ΣΠ=1 Xi®yι^MlQM2ί where ΣJjLi^ ®^ runs over the all non-zero
elements of MιQM2 and ψ, ψ the all non-zero positive linear functionals on

M! and M2 respectively. Therefore we get a = λ.

Indeed, we have M1®iM2 = CM2(@i) by the decomposition of identity.

Necessity. We assume a = λ. Then we have

α(w) = sup {[<%,/> ;/eΣι®Σ2> for all ut=M,
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where Σi and 5i are un^ spheres of M* and M* respectively, and Σι®Σ2
means the totality of φ®ψ (<^eΣι» Ψ^lϊlύ Hence if Σ is the unit sphere
of M*, we get

where (Σι®Σ2)°° means the bipolar of Σι®Σ2 Σι®Σ2 is σ(M*, M)-
compact so that all extreme points of Σ belong to Σι®Σ2 by Krein-Mil-
man's Theorem. Hence we have Λ2cΣι®Σ2, where Ω is the pure state
space on M. So the pure state on M is multiplicative with respect to Ml

and M2. For a pure state τ on M, put

1, τ> for

<y, p> = <1®2/, P> for ytΞM2,

then σ and p are pure states on MI and M2 respectively and τ — σ@p. That
is, we get

Ω = Ω!X Ω2,
where Ω2 is the pure state space M2. Therefore either MI or M2 is com-
mutative by Proposition 1. This concludes the proof.
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